
Branding Guidelines

VERITAS COMMUNITY CHURCH



OUR LOGO

We are 
transformed by 
the gospel.
The city-scape depicted in the logo reminds us of God’s 
kingdom, a transformed city where people from all 
walks of life come together, to be transformed by Jesus’ 
grace. Our vision is to live as a community of learners 
and missionaries, worshipping God and proclaiming his 
gospel to all nations.

Veritas is robust, sacred, deep, and traditional. 
Uncompromising in her closed-handed beliefs, Veritas 
is sturdy. Her open-handed beliefs complement her 
foundation, making her approachable. The music and 
liturgy are rich. Her mercy is gritty. Veritas -- a brick 
fortress in an evolving city.



LOGO USAGE

Use the logo with just the letters 
“Veritas” wherever it’s already 
known that we are a church.

Use the logo with “Veritas 
Community Church” when it 
will appear where “Veritas” isn’t 
known as a church.

Use the icon wherever “Veritas” 
is written elsewhere and it would 
otherwise be redundant



LOGO USAGE

Use the congregation name 
wherever it’s necessary to make 
a disctinction.

Use this vertical format when 
the space is taller than wide.

Use this wide format when you 
have an extremely wide space 
or if you want to understate our 
branding.

tri-village

COMMUNITY CHURCH



OUR NAME

Veritas means “truth” in Latin. We believe in the truth of the gospel 
and the beauty of redemption. We are theologically traditional and 
culturally creative. We strive and trust God for a city where Jesus Christ 
is Lord and we are free to be real, at the same time sinners, saints. 

For I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except 
Jesus Christ and him crucified.

1 Corinthians 2:1-2



OUR COLORS
Red is our first hero hue. It signifies Jesus’ blood, his pas-
sion for the church and his anger at injustice. The red 
intensity fits our gospel boldness and consciousness.

Yellow is our second hero hue, associated with high 
ideals like wisdom and understanding. We prize gospel 
intentionality, where transformation begins with 
believing in Jesus’ death and resurrection.

Used as a dark value, and in conjuction with our hero hues, 
blue rounds out the palette with byzantine flair, connecting 
us to the traditional church and the Bible.

Used as a medium value, this blue complements the hero 
hues’ intensity. The dull blueness portrays the stability of 
a traditional church in a postmodern city.

When used as a color instead of white, the dim cream 
enrichens and ages the setting, adding a feeling of antiquity 
and tradition.
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RGB
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OUR FONTS

Chronicle, a “blended Scotch.”

A vigorous hybrid of time-honored forms and contemporary design strategies, Chronicle 
Text is a new suite of high-performance text faces that brings strength and utility to the 
classic serif.

Seriffed text faces are often casually grouped into two major divisions: wholehearted Old 
Styles, which vaguely reference their calligraphic origins, and steely Moderns, whose 
highly rational designs aspire to mathematical precision. Old Styles are prized for their 
warmth, which they achieve through heavily bracketed serifs and a policy of planned 
inconsistencies (an Old Style’s lowercase c and o are thickest in different places, for exam-
ple.) Moderns produce the opposite result — a detached, elegant simplicity — and, crucial-
ly for both typefounders and designers, their forms naturally invite endless variation in 
weight and width.

Bridging these extremes is the Transitional style, which combines the energy and ardor 
of Old Styles with the sobriety and adaptability of Moderns. The most functional and en-
during subspecies of Transitional is the Scotch, a form of typeface originating at the end of 
the eighteenth century, and associated with Scottish typefounders Alexander Wilson and 
William Miller. The opening of the Binny & Ronaldson foundry in Philadelphia, begun by 
Scottish émigrés Archibald Binny and James Ronaldson in 1796, helped establish the style 
in the United States, where it has since remained a fundamental part of the modern typo-
graphic vocabulary. Some of the twentieth century’s most significant designs are tributes 
to the Scotch style, including W. A. Dwiggins’ interpretive Caledonia (1938), and Matthew 
Carter’s definitive anthology Miller (1997).

VERLAG, THE AFFABLE MODERNIST.

From out of the six typefaces originally created for the Guggenheim Museum comes 
Verlag, a family of 30 sans serifs that brings a welcome eloquence to the can-do sensibility 
of pre-war Modernism.

Originally envisioned as a riff on the Guggenheim’s iconic Art Deco lettering, Verlag 
developed into its own family of versatile typefaces in order to suit the needs of a modern 
identity program. Because the fonts would ultimately represent a range of individual artistic 
voices — from Cézanne to Kandinsky to Matthew Barney — Verlag was carefully planned 
so that its distinct personality would be checked by a sense of objectivity.

From the rationalist geometric designs of the Bauhaus school, such as Futura (1927) and 
Erbar (1929), Verlag gets its crispness and its meticulous planning. Verlag’s “fairminded” 
quality is rooted in the newsier sans serifs designed for linecasting machines, such as Lud-
low Tempo and Intertype Vogue (both 1930), both staples of the Midwestern newsroom 
for much of the century. But unlike any of its forbears, Verlag includes a comprehensive 
and complete range of styles: five weights, each in three different widths, each including 
the often-neglected companion italic.

The Style Revisited

Nineteenth century Scotch faces enjoyed early popularity among book printers, but the rise 
of industrialized newspaper publishing quickly revealed their limitations. Delicate hairlines 
and serifs vanished under thin ink, low quality paper, and ruthless presses that operated at 
breakneck speeds. Signature details, like the pipe-shaped tail on the capital R and lowercase 
a, became traps for ink and pulp — a problem that plagued every lowercase letter in the dainty 
Scotch italic. The faces that were gutsy and smart when carefully printed were undone by the 
slightest variables: underinked they became dour, overinked they felt sluggish.

Beginning in 2002, we revisited the Scotch style with the goal of producing two families of 
fonts: a text face that would withstand the effects of different kinds of media, and a display 
face that would unlock the potential of the Scotch style to support a broad range of weights 
and widths. The result is Chronicle Text, a series of hard-working text faces produced in four 
press-sensitive “grades”, and Chronicle Display, an abundant collection of 46 display faces that 
includes three different widths, six different weights, and versions for two different sizes — 
each in both roman and italic.

VERLAG
+ chronicle



OUR FREE FONTS

Lora
This is what the body font should look like. If it’s not a header, subheader, it’s most likely 
for the body. Use Lora. It’s free and available for download. It’s also available in tools like 
Canva, Google Docs, and Jotform. It is the default font for our website

Lora is a well-balanced contemporary serif with roots in calligraphy. It is a text typeface 
with moderate contrast well suited for body text.

A paragraph set in Lora will make a memorable appearance because of its brushed curves 
in contrast with driving serifs. The overall typographic voice of Lora perfectly conveys the 
mood of a modern-day story, or an art essay.

Technically Lora is optimised for screen appearance, and works equally well in print.

MONTSERRAT
+ lora

MONTSERRAT
Use Montserrat in all-caps for your header font. See “Comm 
Notes” above as a reference. Use Montserrat for sub-headers. 
You could use all-caps or lower case.

The old posters and signs in the traditional Montserrat neigh-
borhood of Buenos Aires inspired Julieta to design this type-
face and rescue the beauty of urban typography that emerged 
in the first half of the twentieth century. As urban development 
changes that place, it will never return to its original form and 
loses forever the designs that are so special and unique. The 
old typographies and canopies are irretrievable when they are 
replaced. The letters that inspired this project have work, dedi-
cation, care, color, contrast, light and life, day and night! These 
are the types that make the city look so beautiful. The goal 
is to rescue what is in Montserrat and set it free under a libre 
license, the SIL Open Font License.

This is the normal family, and it has two sister families so far, 
Alternates and Subrayada. Many of the letterforms are special 
in the Alternates family, while ‘Subrayada’ means ‘Underlined’ 
in Spanish and celebrates a special style of underline that is 
integrated into the letterforms.

Download these fonts for free at

fonts.google.com


